Electronic energy transfer in highly aligned MEH-PPV single chains.
This paper describes the simultaneous measurement of excitation and emission anisotropy to visualize energy transfer in single chains of the prototypical conjugated polymer MEH-PPV, for samples with >70% of the single chains organized into extended, rod-like conformations. The uniformity and high degree of order of the single molecules in these experiments has allowed direct comparison of our experimental data to energy-transfer simulations in model polymer chains. Increases in average anisotropy from 0.62 to 0.74 from excitation to emission and average changes of <15° to the in-plane dipole principal orientation axis confirmed that energy was transferred to a relatively small number of sites in these highly ordered chains. This organization persisted even at large molecular weights (M(n) = 850 kDa). Electronic energy transfer in highly anisotropic model chains was simulated using an incoherent Förster-type mechanism to generate modulation depth histograms in good agreement with the observed data, as well as ensemble emission energies consistent with previously reported results. In these ordered model chains, excitons migrated an average of 6 nm before emission. This distance, far larger than the radius for single-step FRET, implies that energy transfer in MEH-PPV is a multistep funneling process.